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It’s
time

Celebrating National Indigenous Peoples Day
On behalf of Mayor and
Council, I would like
to recognize National
Indigenous Peoples Day.
On June 21, Canadians
celebrate National
Indigenous Peoples Day
to honour the history,
heritage and diversity of
Indigenous peoples in
Canada.
We have a very rich history in Wood Buffalo. It is also
an opportunity to recognize the strength of presentday Indigenous communities. Wood Buffalo is located
on Treaty 8, land of the Cree and Dene and traditional
Métis territory. There is a lot to celebrate in our region,
even if we can’t physically come together to celebrate.
I encourage everyone to take a few moments to learn
about, appreciate and acknowledge the contributions
of Indigenous people and make sure you do your best
going forward to continue that learning process.
It shouldn’t just be a time during June that you
celebrate this and think about it; it should be all
year round.

June 21 is National Indigenous Peoples Day and
while we can’t physically come together to celebrate,
it remains as important as ever to mark this important
day. One way the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo (RMWB) is celebrating National Indigenous
Peoples Day is by launching Reconciliation, a truth
and reconciliation newsletter. This newsletter was a
commitment made at the Truth and Reconciliation
Sharing Circle events in October 2019 (read more on
Page 2). The newsletter will report on reconciliation
efforts and advancement within the region.
While the RMWB would have liked to release the
inaugural issue earlier, recent challenges the region
faced made it difficult to proceed. But what better
day to unveil this important work than on National
Indigenous Peoples Day! And because this important
work will continue beyond June 21 and National
Indigenous History Month, the RMWB will be releasing
Reconciliation on a quarterly basis. You can find it in
municipal offices, or at rmwb.ca/trc, where you can
also sign up for the newsletter email list.
Thank you.
Mayor Don Scott
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It’s Time:
Truth and Reconciliation Sharing Circle Event
On Oct. 23, 2019, more
than 120 participants
from around Wood
Buffalo gathered at Shell
Place for the Truth and
Reconciliation Sharing
Circle for two sessions.
Representatives from
the RMWB’s Indigenous
and Rural Relation
branch presented on
the Municipality’s plans
and initiatives to move truth and
reconciliation forward in the
community.
Guest speaker Elder Alice Martin
opened the program with a
smudging ceremony. Mayor Don
Scott provided opening remarks
and echoed Council’s support for
the moving truth and reconciliation
forward.
Elder Martin shared her
story about reconciliation,
acknowledging the significance
of the past and emphasizing the
importance of moving forward
together. Her moving speech

provided necessary insight and
perspective on what we need
to do. Elder Martin highlighted
the need for collaboration,
understanding and action
from everyone.
A slideshow about the RMWB’s
ReconciliACTIONs to date
was presented by Indigenous
Relations. The presentation
highlighted a timeline of actions
taken by the Municipality, next
steps and the Calls to Action
that are being addressed. The
presentation reiterated the
Municipality’s commitment to truth
and reconciliation as identified in
the 2019-2021 Strategic Plan.
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At the end of the
presentation, a
video featuring local
Indigenous youth from
Ecole McTavish High
School on what truth and
reconciliation means to
them. The youth’s words
visibly encouraged the
crowd as it represented
the future and why it’s
time to act.
The second half of the event
focused on issue areas
identified from meetings with
various Indigenous groups and
organizations around the region.
Several sharing circle groups were
formed to discuss ideas on how
the community can improve and
address the concerns raised by
Indigenous groups in
Wood Buffalo.
We thank everyone who came and
supported this event. Stay tuned
for what’s next as we continue our
journey forward.
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Reconciliation Advisory Circle forms to
champion reconciliation in Wood Buffalo
One outcome of the RMWB’s Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) Sharing Circle on Oct. 23, 2019,
was the creation of the Reconciliation Advisory Circle
(RAC). Elder Alice Martin proposed the RAC to bring
together Elders and partners in effort to advance
reconciliation in Wood Buffalo.
“There needs to be a commitment from the RMWB
and from local Indigenous people – it has to be driven
by both as a partnership,” Elder Martin stated that day.
The RAC is currently comprised of 11 members
appointed by Elder Martin, and represents several
Indigenous communities in Wood Buffalo. The
group works with the RMWB on various initiatives
and projects, using the Indigenous Seven Sacred
Teachings as guiding principles.
As champions of reconciliation, RAC will work to
ensure the TRC Calls to Action the Municipality
has identified as ones it could influence will be
appropriately addressed. Their mission is, through
mutual learning and collaboration, identify stewardship
efforts towards reconciliation while honouring culture
and traditions. It is a true partnership in spirit of truth
and reconciliation, as was Elder Martin’s vision.
The first meeting was held Jan. 15, 2020. The RAC
meets biweekly and looks forward to effecting change
in our region. Check upcoming issues of Reconciliation
for updates from the Reconciliation Advisory Circle!

Elder Alice Martin speaks at the TRC Sharing Circle event
in October 2019.
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Community Identification Committee uses
Cree names in Wood Buffalo
SUBJECT AREA MAP

Attachment 1

Portion of Lot 2 Block 1 Plan 1021640

Several Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
Calls to Action have to do with language, such
as recognizing language rights and preserving,
revitalizing and strengthening Indigenous languages.
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The Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (RMWB) is
responding to these Calls to Action by naming several
parks and dry ponds in Parsons Creek using words
from the Cree language, one of the languages used by
Indigenous communities in Wood Buffalo.
SUBJECT AREA MAP
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Niska Park
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Attachment 2

Portion of Lot 2 Block 1 Plan 1021640, and Portion of Lot 2 PUL, 3MR Block 8A Plan 142305
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Since Parsons Creek follows a theme of heritage
names, the Community Identification Community felt it
was important to use names that have some heritage
value to the area, including the names of animals
present in the region.
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The recommendation came from the Community
Identification Committee, which advises Council on the
naming of communities, subdivisions, public facilities,
streets and multi-family projects within the RMWB.
RMWB

Parsons Creek Parks & Dry Ponds
Survey Parcels
Roadways
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Map Produced by the Geographic Information
System Group on 04 Dec 2019 - TICK27263_1

The committee submitted the following names to
Council for consideration on Dec. 10, 2019:
• Niska (Goose) Park
• Sisip (Duck) Connection
• Amisk (Beaver) Pl`aza
• Maskwa (Bear) Greens
• Mahkisis (Fox) Park
Council unanimously approved all five names.
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Map Produced by the Geographic Information
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It is important to include and represent Indigenous
languages in our region. We look forward to future
opportunities to represent the Cree and Dene
languages in Wood Buffalo.

